Choosing BricsCAD licenses
Preface
Software licenses always raise a lot of questions:
➢ What are the possibilities?
➢ What is the most interesting option for us?
➢ Are there disadvantages not mentioned?
So-called subscription licenses prove good for developers' profits but are not always
pleasant for the customer. And when is a somewhat more expensive network license
profitable? With many developers the choice is limited, so you are pushed in one direction.
In the case of BricsCAD you are free to choose and you can always switch from one contract
form to another.

Subscription
The problem with subscription with Autodesk is not only the price but also that you can no
longer use older licenses. The latter is sometimes difficult if newer AutoCAD versions do not
support older customization and moreover, recent versions are downright slow. Workflow at
companies is endangered and additional costs arise to resolve that. This is also an important
reason to consider whether you want to continue on the current path or whether you want
to take a new road with another party.
The biggest problem with Autodesk subscription is that the choice is limited between
subscription and ... subscription! In other words: You are stuck and you are completely
dependent on the supplier (vendor lock-in1). One of the strengths of BricsCAD is that it has
multiple license types soyou can always choose.

License types
Strictly speaking, a license is a user agreement. The license types at a glance, we assume
BricsCAD v19:
➢ "Single/Volume", standard license, also called "Node Locked". A "perpetual license" - you
purchase the usage right once and, as long as the operating system supports the CAD
program, you can continue to use it. You can also purchase updates separately.
➢ "All-in maintenance license", you purchase the "Single / Volume" usage right plus the
update for the next version only once, after which you pay annual update costs. This
resembles subscription but has to compete with other licensing forms and is therefore
often a cost-effective no-frills solution.
➢ "Yearly subscription", you rent an annual version (rental). This is similar to the Autodesk
model, with the big difference that you can always choose a different construction. So you
are not stuck. This option is interesting for when you temporarily need extra licenses for
a project, for example. Unlike the other licensing forms, you cannot cut back on this, not
paying means not being able to use the software.
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➢ "Network license", also called "Floating License". A construction whereby the program
can be installed freely on all computers, but the total number of users using BricsCAD at
the same time is limited. A license server must be installed on the network 2. It goes
without saying that it is useful to properly index work habits and occupations of
computers and to compare this against the additional costs and additional system
management.
➢ "Specials", "Academic license", These types of variants are not taken into consideration
here. Individual agreements can be made for commercial education. For example, an "Allin maintenance license" can be purchased that is provided with multiple license keys.

The products
Someone who is drafting 4 hours a week will first investigate whether "Classic" is a suitable
option. A mechanical engineer who constructs full-time will soon develop a preference for
BricsCAD Mechanical, supplemented with Communicator.
It is advisable to make an informed choice when choosing one of the Bricsys products.
However, switching between products is possible without a complete loss of investment.
In principle, all license types are available for all products:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

BricsCAD Classic
BricsCAD Pro
BricsCAD Platinum
BricsCAD BIM
BricsCAD Mechanical
Communicator

The basic product is "Single / Volume", the bare product with a standard license. Translated
to the most useful constructions:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

"Single/Volume"
"Single/Volume" + "All-in maintenance"
"Single/Volume" + "All-in maintenance" + "Network license"
"Yearly subscription"
"Yearly subscription" + "Network license"

Shopping
Shopping to negotiate a lower price makes little sense, the prices are fixed prices. You will
therefore not find any differences between dealers themselves and Bricsys, not even on an
international level.
However, a dealer will always be willing to convert part of his margin into added value for a
customer. Speaking for ourselves, this may include additional support, training, etc.,
depending on the sales amount. A good relationship between us and you is an important
aspect, with mutual interests. Buying directly from a dealer is therefore the advice.

Costs based on current prices
The last dimes are less interesting and moreover this is a moment in time. For that reason
we limit ourselves to 2019 and use percentages.
Choose your product, take the "Single/Volume" price as the basis, as 100%.
The "Single/Volume" prices:
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BricsCAD Classic
BricsCAD Pro
BricsCAD Platinum
BricsCAD BIM
BricsCAD Mechanical
BricsCAD Ultimate
Communicator

€ 585
€ 800
€ 1 135
€ 1 750
€ 1 650
€ 1 935
€ 500

BricsCAD, Cumulative Licensing Costs Divided over the Number of Years.
As percentage per year of the initial single/volume price
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This graph shows the total license costs divided over the years of use. The license costs are
indicated as a percentage of the initial "Single / Volume" price of a product.
As an example, BricsCAD Platinum "Single" costs 1135 euros. A choice for "Single / Volume
+ All-in maintenance license" (orange) means that the average costs over the first 5 years
are 50% of 1135, so 570 euros per year.
Some conclusions:
➢ "Single/Volume", a basic license (blue) and not upgrading, is, as expected, the cheapest
solution in the long term - but often not the most sensible. You could do this and then do
an update with "All-in maintanance". You could also do this as an alternative to "Yearly" if,
for example, a project takes a little longer than two years.
➢ "Single/Volume" + "All-in maintenance" (orange) is interesting for many organizations
because the pace of development at Bricsys is high and there is a good response to
market wishes. Bricsys itself also tries to put this variant on the market as a good
alternative. This is a long-term approach.
➢ "Single/Volume" + "All-in maintenance" + "Network license" (yellow) is interesting in
places where people are not working full-time on CAD. This is actually only interesting
within larger organizations.
➢ "Yearly subscription" (+ "Network license", green and purple) is interesting for limiting
investments. See also the graph with comments below.
Tip: "Single/Volume" can be copied once extra for the laptop at home.
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Crystal ball
The price data is anything but stable. In a sense, the CAD market is a saturated oligopoly. As
a result, companies do not pay in line with the market. Newcomers have virtually no chance
to penetrate that market. As a breath of fresh air, Bricsys appears to be an exception to that
rule.
To generate a sufficient development budget, Bricsys needs market share. You can carefully
conclude from this that prices will remain considerably lower for many years than those of
established competitors. In other words: Increasing the market share from, for example, 1%
to 2% results in a doubling of budgets, while doubling takes 5 years if the price increases by
15% each year.
It is likely that Bricsys will continue to raise prices for the time being. Then the question
arises what the consequences are. For this reason, the following scenario has been worked
out, with an annual price increase of 8% being applied. This is a more or less random
assumption.
The picture then looks like this. Suppose you are going to use BricsCAD Mechanical for 5
years, Single + All-in (orange), then the average price per year is 55% of 1650 euros, which
means 908 euros on average per year.

BricsCAD, Cumulative Licensing Costs Divided over the Number of Years
Prediction based on 8% yearly price increase of single/volume license
As percentage per year of the initial single/volume price
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➢ So if a program is purchased for a maximum of two years then "Yearly" is interesting.
➢ For more than two years "Single / Volume" is interesting with the remark that an upgrade
after 3 versions almost corresponds to the purchase of new. Moreover, new developments
are not available and support is somewhat more limited.
➢ In the long term, variants with "All-in Maintenance" will be the most interesting for many
organizations. You would like to maintain a choice for a CAD platform for many years.
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➢ Bricsys will influence this picture in the coming years. For now it seems no coincidence
that prices for "Yearly" and "All-in" converge (purple with yellow and orange with green,
between years 7 and 8). The trend is "license-hopping" (with "Yearly Licenses"). In other
words: Another CAD program tomorrow. "All-in-users" are therefore more valuable for
Bricsys, but you can only see that back between 7 and 8 years. With Solidworks 3, for
example, this tipping point is around 3 years old.

In perspective
This story is about costs and choice of licensing forms of BricsCAD. If the products are
compared with other packages, it is clearly visible where the differences are:

Yearly Subscription Price Indications 2019 (Rounded, Euro's, no VAT)
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Some remarks are desirable:
➢ About the packages:
➢
➢
➢
➢

BricsCAD Classic is the alternative to LT.
BricsCAD Pro is the alternative to AutoCAD plain.
BIM is the alternative to the Revit and AutoCAD combo.
Mechanical can be measured with Inventor and SolidWorks.

➢ The graph shows very well the consequences of the price increases of recent years, the
oligopoly of the big ones. And these turnovers go to a large extent to shareholders where
at Bricsys the turnovers go to product development to a large extent. Many organizations
are concerned about the development of price increases for "subscription".
➢ The wishes of CAD users are the key. If they discover that Bricsys products are faster,
better, made with a vision for the future, with updates that add surprisingly useful
functionality every time, then switching to BricsCAD is extremely obvious. And with a
wide range of license forms, a good construction is always possible.
If you have any questions, you can of course contact us.
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